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History of HIS in South Korea

The hospital information system (HIS) in South Korea has a long history, which started in 1978. As the partial but nationwide medical reimbursement system began in 1977, many hospitals launched their first HIS in the 70s and 80s. This system had quite primitive functions for calculating the medical costs of treatment, but it was not able to book subsequent visits or operational scheduling. The real and operative computerized physician order entry (CPOE) system was first implemented by the Samsung Medical Center founded in 1994. When the Samsung Medical Center opened, it operated without any prescription slips and used a computerized system instead. Ten years later when Seoul National University Bundang Hospital opened in 2003, the real Electronic Medical Record (EMR) era began in South Korea. Within five years after the first Bundang hospital case, almost all large tertiary hospitals in South Korea had implemented EMR systems.

Almost ten years has passed since the establishment of the EMR system in South Korea. As all IT systems have limited durability, after 10 years of EMR implementation, almost all general hospitals are poised to adopt next-generation EMR systems. As building a new EMR system costs more than $10 million for hospitals over 800 beds, there are many aspects that must be considered to avoid unnecessary spending just on the renewal of software components.

HIS has Focused Mainly on Data Management

Managing hospitals in good financial status is not an easy matter, especially in South Korea, where strict regulations limit the increase of medical cost. In South Korea, medical treatment is regarded as an essential public benefit that should be provided fairly to all citizens. For this reason, the Korean government has strictly controlled medical costs. The annual inflation rate of medical costs is around 1.3%; this is usually achieved through heated discussions between the government and the medical sector. Thus, the low profit medical environment has driven the hospital atmosphere into competition for increasing numbers of patient visits. This is a race not for best practice but for survival in a market with tight profit margins. The health policy has shown positive effects in terms of nationwide spending on health, especially in comparison to the high costs in many other countries. However, the squeezing health policy in South Korea has driven health organizations to pursue a path that is not promising for the best practice.

Quality Issue has Not Surfaced Yet

While engineers are managing EMR systems in hospitals, the main complaints they confront are related to speed issues. Sometimes privacy issues must be addressed urgently because the impact on society is so critical; such issues sometimes can lead to an erosion of faith in the whole medical system in the country. Or some security breaches embarrass IT engineers who have worked on the secure network or server systems.

However, among those urgent and serious impact issues,
the best practice should come first for the HIS regardless of all other demands. The real benefit which should be obtained through the usage of an IT system in healthcare is the quality of care. An IT system provides easy access to all clinical data relevant to clinicians’ queries, and it easily provides a systematic business processes, which can benefit clinical practitioners’ activities in many ways. However, the best practice issues are not yet recognized as key elements of EMR in the development of HIS.

Role of Government for the Healthy Ecology of HIS

The importance of the government’s role in health IT should not be ignored. So far, the South Korean government has played the role of a moderator or regulator in the field of health IT. However, the role of government need to be reshaped to provide consistent support and to help foster the growth of the healthcare industry. For instance, in the medical standard domain, we might think that the most favorable role for the government is to actively provide standards for medical information. However, a more important role for the government in the medical standard field is to provide the ground for active and participatory discussion for delegates from multiple parties. Government should foster discussion groups to grow through understanding the decision rules and harmonizing methods for the benefit of all the participant parties. Then, the standard community will find the way to survive and spread efficiently implement its findings for future practice. The main role of government is to let them grow not to breed them.

In this aspect, it is important to recognize the effective and forward-thinking approach of the US government regarding healthcare policy. Through the three stages of meaningful use, it has tried to reform healthcare in the United States. That is one of the optimistic ways to reform healthcare organizations in a large country in which numerous stakeholders are involved in the healthcare arena. In January 2015, president Obama addressed the plan for healthcare in 2015. He outlined the proposed $215 million investment in the Precision Medicine Initiative. One of the key elements in the plan is recognition of the importance of linking the genomic database and clinical systems which will be gathered through a huge volunteer cohort group.

Future Directions for Next-generation HIS

What should be the main goal for the next-generation EMR system? You can name any of them with ease. More specifically, if we put a weight on each topic, what will get the highest weight among the issues named so far? I would like to emphasize that medical error prevention should come first. As we have focused on the easy manipulation of data entry and handling, the next step we should take is the efficient use of stored data. In addition, the integration of data is one of the main functions IT system can provide easily. Through the integration of all clinical information that is relevant to a patient’s current treatment, the new EMR system can provide an integrated access to doctors. Semantics will never be more important than it is at the present for next-generation HIS. The more we try to develop an advanced EMR system, the greater the emphasis will be on the semantics.

The easy access of health and clinical data will be another key feature for the next-generation HIS. Social network services (SNSs) have empowered people to use many kinds of data easily, including life logs and fitness data. Patients already have experience using all kinds of data to get healthier or to get more support from the community. The next step is for healthcare organizations. Patients will deliberately request information to find out the seriousness of clinical status and adjust their lives to get achieve more promising clinical outcomes. Healthcare providers need to be ready for the request for easy access, and in some sense, they need to be proactive in providing such an information infrastructure.

Lastly, government should play a supportive role. Like the office of the national coordinator for health information technology in the United States, the national coordination body is important in the healthcare domain. As there are many hurdles to overcome altogether and issues to negotiate, the role of coordination will reduce the cost for implementing HIS.

The Korean Society of Medical Informatics (KOSMI) as a representative academic body for academia and industry and Health Research Informatics (HIR) as a unique journal in the field of biomedical informatics will provide effective communication channels among diverse communities, which will pave a firm path toward the success of the next-generation HIS in the country.
Hospitals utilizing hospital information systems traditionally included 14 core modules to run their operations. Hospital information systems play a vital role in digitization of care providers. Patient engagement: Hospital information systems are utilizing digital tools to increase participation and promote positive patient behavior. Through the use of mobile applications, interactive patient portals, text messages and e-mails, patient health outcomes are enhanced. These channels supply patients with important information, such as their personal health records and specific education about their medical conditions. Next, hospitals must address challenges that accompany implementation across the technology organization. Accordingly, hospital information systems display different aspects according to the local and regional health care environment. Nonetheless, typical features have evolved, being dominated by the dualism of hospital goals namely to serve: the hospital management in order to optimize operations and the patient resp. to provide better possibilities for patient care and its management. 5 Conceptual model of hospital information systems. 4.1. The core of hospital information systems. The center of information systems and the levels, as they developed both in pioneer installations and in the gradually evolving industrial software, is a central data structure and a means for communication. Developments today promise to take things an exciting step further. Here are some of the most fascinating examples of health technology that may well shape the medical industry of the future. 1. Virtual patients and video games. Developing technologies aimed at curing patients is incredibly important, but so is the need for developing new methods for training doctors. Virtual patients, it turns out, will be a big part of this. Companies like Cyber Patient are already providing virtual medical training. No one can predict the future, but it can at least be glimpsed in the dozen inventions and concepts below. Like the people behind them, they stand at the vanguard of health care. Neither exhaustive nor exclusive, the list is, rather, representative of the recasting of public health and medical science likely to come in the 2020s. David Abney: Drone-delivered medical supplies. Since March, UPS has been conducting a trial program called Flight Forward, using autonomous drone deliveries of critical medical samples including blood or tissue between two branches of a hospital in Raleigh, N.C., loca